
Ghouls Just Want To Have Fun Desmond Cole
Ghost Patrol 10

Ghouls Just Want To Have Fun is the thrilling tenth installment in the captivating
Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol book series. Written by talented author and
storyteller, Andres Miedoso, this book takes young readers on a hair-raising
adventure filled with suspense, laughter, and ghostly encounters.
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Book Summary

In Ghouls Just Want To Have Fun, the fearless protagonist Desmond Cole and
his loyal paranormal sidekick, a monster named Andres, find themselves facing
their most challenging mission to date. When Desmond's class goes on a field
trip to an amusement park, they quickly discover that the park is haunted by
mischievous ghouls determined to ruin everyone's fun.
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Desmond and Andres must muster all of their ghost-busting skills to save the day.
Along the way, they encounter spooky roller coasters, haunted cotton candy
stands, and a ghostly clown that will send shivers down any reader's spine. With
the help of their trusty ghost patrol handbook and a few clever tricks, the dynamic
duo races against time to outwit the ghouls and restore harmony to the
amusement park.

About the Author

Andres Miedoso is an acclaimed children's book author known for his thrilling
supernatural adventures. Inspired by his love for all things spooky and his
childhood fascination with ghosts and monsters, Miedoso brings his stories to life
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through vivid descriptions and relatable characters. With each book, he manages
to strike the perfect balance between chills and laughs, captivating young readers
and keeping them hooked until the very last page.

Why Kids Love This Book

Ghouls Just Want To Have Fun is a must-read for kids who love thrilling, action-
packed stories. Here's why young readers can't get enough of this book:

1. Exciting Adventure: The book transports readers into a world of ghosts,
ghouls, and supernatural happenings. They get to be part of the action as
Desmond and his friend journey through the haunted amusement park.

2. Engaging Characters: Desmond Cole is a relatable and courageous hero
who kids can easily connect with and root for. The addition of the hilarious
monster, Andres, adds a unique twist and endless laughs to the story.

3. Suspense and Surprises: Miedoso masterfully builds tension throughout the
book, keeping readers on the edge of their seats. The unexpected twists and
turns make it impossible to put the book down.

4. Underlying Themes: While the story primarily focuses on adventure and fun,
Ghouls Just Want To Have Fun also subtly incorporates themes of friendship,
bravery, and empathy. Young readers will walk away with valuable life
lessons.

5. Beautiful Illustrations: The book is filled with captivating illustrations that bring
the story and its characters to life in a visually appealing way. The artwork
complements the text and enhances the overall reading experience.

Ghouls Just Want To Have Fun is a thrilling addition to the Desmond Cole Ghost
Patrol series that will leave young readers eagerly awaiting the next installment.
With its exciting storyline, engaging characters, and valuable life lessons, this



book is a must-have for fans of paranormal adventures. So grab your ghost-
hunting gear and get ready for a hair-raising, laughter-filled journey through an
amusement park unlike any other!
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Watch out for ghouls on the dance floor in the tenth book of the Desmond Cole
Ghost Patrol series!

School dances are tricky. Everybody wants to go, but nobody wants to dance.
The music is too loud for anyone to talk. Teachers are there watching kids, but
telling them to go out and have a good time. Oh, and at Kersville Elementary…be
careful because you’ll have to watch out for ghouls on the dance floor!

With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Desmond
Cole Ghost Patrol chapter books are perfect for emerging readers.
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